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turning the tables

Safety
counts
with renos

Accessorizing your renovation adds form to
your function. Table settings are one of the
ways to add impact and highlight statements
of your building style. ›› p.10

Before your contractor starts a
renovation job, it never hurts to
check that they’re licensed and
have all the right permits.
The BC Safety Authority
reminds us that it pays to be
SAFETY cautious prior to starting a
FIRST job, no matter how badly
– or how fast – we want it
completed.
Whether it’s electrical, structural
or other work, ensuring you’re
in the right hands can help your
peace of mind.
›› p.12
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Reno tax
credit: the
time is now

Kerr Construction’s Doug Kerr, left, and homeowner Ray Salmen in Salmen’s Kitsilano home – after
Kerr and his crew completed interior and exterior
renovations. Kerr, a GVHBA member, won a
Georgie Award for this project. Rob Newell photo

Come home to quality
MAGGIE CALLOWAY
Imagine you have lived in your home
for over 20 years. You love it, you love
the neighbourhood, and you are close to
friends and the shops you love. Imagine after lots of careful planning and

decision-making, you decide it’s time to
commission a total renovation to make
your home work for the future years and
make it possible to age in place.
You want to stay in the home through
the renovation – a courageous move at
best.

You think you have done everything
right. You hire a contactor who commences work gutting the house down to
the studs. You have no electricity and no
plumbing. You are struggling to handle

We do it all inside & out...

• Installed rooﬁng • Custom carpeting & ﬂooring • Custom window coverings
• Installed air conditioning & furnaces • Appliance service & repairs • Entrance & garage doors

HomeCentral

®

provides the necessary service & maintenance solutions for all your
home’s needs. For a complete list of products & services visit us at: Sears.ca
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Time is running out for homeowners who want to take advantage
of the federal government’s Home
Renovation Tax Credit.
Homeowners making improvements to eligible dwellings (house,
condo, vacation home) between
Jan. 27 of this year and Feb. 1, 2010
will be able to claim a 15-per-cent
tax credit on their 2009 income tax
returns.
Up to $1,350 in tax relief will be
provided on eligible renovationrelated spending exceeding $1,000
but not more than $10,000.
According to a federal budge document, the tax credit can be claimed
for “renovations and alterations to a
dwelling, or the land on which it sits,
that are enduring in nature.”
Eligible examples include
windows, doors, new carpet or hardwood floors, finishing a basement,
renovating a kitchen or bathroom or
building an addition, a new furnace
or water heater, a new driveway or
resurfacing a driveway, and landscaping, among others.
Ineligible expenses include regular home and yard maintenance,
furniture, and snow removal.
Generally, work performed by
renovation contractors (electricians,
plumbers, carpenters, etc) qualifies
for a tax credit.
Homeowners must keep the
receipts for the work completed on
their home.

INSTALLED
HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
& SERVICES
Call now, toll free, for no obligation
in-home custom estimates

1-800-4-MY HOME
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INCREDIBLE

From the ridiculous

to the sublime...

Below, Kerr Construction took over the botched Kitsilano
reno. Above, after Doug Kerr and his crew completed
renovations. The project won a Georgie Award last year.

Making
lemonade
from lemons
CONTINUED FROM P.1

the reality of the situation and the relationship
with the contractor goes sour.
So sour, in fact, that the only solution is a
parting of the ways, and you have to terminate
the relationship with the contractor.
Now what? Would another contactor even
contemplate taking on a project that had been
started by another? The situation was desperate, the house was stripped back to the boards
and there were still no amenities. In stepped
Doug Kerr of Kerr Construction to save the
project.
Kerr says it’s imperative to find out exactly
what the homeowners want.
“First, the objectives were discussed in
detail to make sure everyone was on the same
page. It’s difficult to take on a project midstream, but by sitting down and really getting
an understanding of what the objectives are,
and have good relationship with the clients, it
can work,” he says.
The homeowners wanted to:
Q Re-create a 1900s period home to its original bungalow/craftsman style
Q Open up living space while maintaining
craftsman concept with era complementing
designs
Q Preserve yet upgrade exterior landscaping
with new decks, paths and pergola while still

blending into surrounding area
an expired Vancouver Island mill that
Q Create an aesthetic, calming and cozy
was destined to be destroyed.
space to come home to everyday.
This fantastic find was milled to
UNTENABLE
The first major problem to solve was
two-inch thick boards with no knots.
the day-to-day living environment.
When you consider most wood trim
Doug and the homeowners decided to
is 3/4 inches, the difference gives the
build a full suite in the basement of the home.
wood substance throughout the home. All
This allowed the homeowners to live comfort- the trim was also hand-dimensioned, sanded
ably while the major renovation took place
and finished to ensure even and clean clear
upstairs over the next eight months. “The clicoat finish, to eliminate scratch magnification.
ents were struggling to exist in an untenable
“Having access to this prized wood was exsituation without the most basic amenities,”
tremely important in a home where the wood
Kerr says.”It was imperative we first provide
is integral to the design and highly visible,”
day-to-day comfort before we started on the
says Kerr.
upstairs renovation.”
The homeowners wanted an open-floor
Another consideration when deciding to
plan through the living room, dining room
build the downstairs suite is the flexibility it
and kitchen; the only divisions visible are
gives in coming years, Kerr notes. Should the
dramatic fir columns. The kitchen is large
homeowners decide to downsize, they can
in every way, including custom-designed
comfortably live on the one floor, and rent out cabinets to accommodate large-sized applithe upstairs.
ances to satisfy the soul of the family cooking
True to the period of the home, a lot of
enthusiast.
wood trim was built into the design and –
The living room features a custom re-built
with luck – old-growth fir was recovered from wood-burning fireplace designed with a gran-

Rob Newell (top photo)

ite hearth to match the dining and kitchen
counters.
The bedroom, bathroom and dressing
room, as opposed to the open plan in the
public area of the home, are more private and
intimate.
The dressing room and bathroom were
refurbished with local wood and riverbed
granite and the dressing room has a built-in
bench which adds to the antique feel of this
personal space.
The exterior of the home was brought back
to its original Kitsilano green-and-yellow
palette and the stone landscaping and plantings complement this home and the heritage
homes in the area. At the rear of the home,
the homeowners wanted desperately to save a
60-year-old grape vine which, apart from the
personal attachment, created much-appreciated shade.
Kerr’s crew carefully suspended the vine on
a series of cables while they build a rear-entry
pergola.
“The vine has taken readily to its new
support is and vigorous and healthy,” Kerr
happily reports.
A big consideration for both the homeowners and Kerr was the implementation of as
much ‘green’ technology as possible.
In that spirit, skylights were installed
and along with the vaulted ceilings, to help
optimize natural light. They are UV protected
to help offset external cooling and heating.
Radiant floor heating reduces energy use in
addition to making the home much more
comfortable.
R-14 insulation was added to all exterior
walls where (shudders) no insulation existed.
New efficient windows replaced the old
single-pane, which – along with the insulation – made an amazing difference to energy
CONTINUED ON P.5
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Going
tankless can
be rewarding
We all use hot water on a daily basis. Yet
we likely don’t think often about how hot
H20 makes its way to the tap.
This is the reality: If you still have a 40- or
60-gallon hot water tank, you are paying to
constantly keep that stored water hot.
Every time you take a shower, wash clothes
or use your dishwasher, the used water is replaced by equivalent cold water, which then
has to be brought up to the desired constant
temperature..
Enter the tankless water heater.
Used for many years in Europe, this technology is starting to get traction in North
America.
As we become more aware of our impact
on the environment, it makes no sense to
use our resources, including our financial
resources, keeping water hot 24 hours a day.
There are no sacrifices necessary with this
technology, in fact, there are many benefits,
such as endless hot water; gaining space
from eliminating a tank; likely savings on
utility bills and it lasts longer than conventional heaters.
Terasen community energy solutions
manager Stu MacGillivray notes that tankless hot water heaters likely won’t ever need
to be replaced – but only if they’re properly

Converting to a tankless heater for your hot water can be beneficial.

maintained, on a regular basis.
“Tankless units really should get annual maintenance by a certified contractor,
especially if there’s a lot of sediment in your
water supply,” MacGillivray says.
“The savings depend on how you use it.”
For example, a tankless water heater
means you don’t run out of hot water, he
says, but households must also watch their
total demand, such as not having a load of

Crafting beauty
and style
Nova Kitchens & Custom Cabinets Ltd. manufactures custom cabinets in any size
or style to suit your special needs using only the ﬁnest materials and hardware.
Our mission is to be the industry leader in high quality custom cabinets.
We will not compromise quality for price.

N

Nova Kitchens &
Custom Cabinets Ltd.

19-31107 Peardonville Road, Abbotsford
604.852.6242

www.novakitchens.com

Courtesy of Terasen

laundry running while someone takes a
shower.
Tankless water heaters are available in
both gas and electric powered.
If you are interested in a gas unit you will
need a gas line to where you plan on installing the unit.
Electric heaters work on heating the water
as it passes over an electrical element.
This is not a plug-in unit and you will

need to have the heater hard wired to your
circuit breaker/electrical panel.
One advantage of an electric system is it
doesn’t require venting.
One thing to keep in mind when considering a tankless system is that, although
electric water heaters are less expensive to
purchase, they usually have less capacity, so
they may not be suitable for large families or
for households that use large quantities of
hot water.
Gas-powered tankless systems tend to be
the most popular with purchasers, MacGillivray says, adding he and his family have a
version in their own household, installed as
part of an entire heating system upgrade.
When choosing this type of water heater,
either gas or electric, make sure you choose
an appropriate model based on peak demand.
To figure out your families peak demand
calculate how many gallons per minute you
need i.e. showers, kitchen and laundry needs
at a high-demand part of the day.
All model labels indicate the gallons per
minute (gpm).
You will also need to make a choice between a centralized unit and a point-of-use
model. Point of use means you would need a
unit in every bathroom, kitchen and laundry
room, the advantage being faster return to
peak temperature if the water doesn’t have to
travel from a main water heater.
One of the biggest benefits of having a
tankless system, MacGillivray notes, is that
you do not have a large tank that loses heat
when it is standing idle.
“It’s the standby losses that make the tank
model inefficient,” he says, but adds there is a
special ‘jacket’ people can buy from Terasen
that helps insulate tanks against that loss.

WANTED
Homes with asphalt shingles
or cedar shakes in need of
replacement
Global Exteriors, BC’s most trusted metal rooﬁng specialist, is
looking for homes in your area that need a new roof and never
want to roof again.
We offer the beauty and elegance of a natural wood shake roof with
the durability and unmatched performance of metal. It comes with a
50 year, transferable warranty against: wind, rain, snow, moss, hail
and tree resin. This beautiful roof is being introduced to your local
market now.
If you participate in our Display Home Program, we will reduce
our already competitive pricing and make it worth your while to
investigate the many beneﬁts of our roof. You must book your job
within 10 days of this advertisement.
Low payment, 100% ﬁnancing available, O.A.C.

Call NOW for
HUGE savings
604-534-0120

Botched job
turns into
award-winning
renovation
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consumption.
In this home, the original oak floors were
salvageable, if a little challenged in places.
Recovered fir flooring was used for patching
and all the floors were refinished.
When the renovation was complete, a
‘blower test’ to check for air leaks, passed
with flying colours.
In a blower test a powerful fan is mounted
into the frame of an outside door. The fan
pulls air out of the house, lowering the
air pressure inside. The higher outside air
pressure then flows in through all unsealed
crakes and openings. Then a smoke pencil is
used to detect air leaks.
So how do the homeowners feel now that
this adventure, both good and bad, is over?
They are beyond thrilled with their new/
old home. They have ended up with a home
that just eighteen months ago was a dream.
As for Kerr and his crew? Not only do
they have very happy clients who are enjoying their home in style and comfort, the
members of the Greater Vancouver Home
Builders Association agree: this project was
awarded the coveted 2008 Georgie winner for Best Residential Renovation from
$100,000 to $249,000 (Kits Classic Project).
Herein lays a cautionary tale: Do your
homework before hiring a contractor,
especially when you are embarking on the
CONTINUED ON P.8

Using old-growth fir
destined to be
destroyed, Kerr
Construction used
two-inch wood trim
throughout the home,
giving it a warm
substance. All of the
trim was also hand-dimensioned, sanded and
painstakingly finished.
‘Having access to this
prized wood was extremely important in a
home where the wood
is integral to the design
and highly visible,”
says Doug Kerr. Dual
skylights (above) were
added to optimize natural light. Rob Newell photos
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Choose the roof you feel
is right for your dwelling
MAGGIE CALLOWAY

If there is one single thing that
makes us break out in a sweat it’s the
dreaded leak in the roof, always at the
most awkward moment.
You know you need to take a deep
breath and replace the roof but… with
what?
Long gone are the days when the
choice for a new roof were asABOVE phalt or cedar shingles.
Now, along with the other
YOUR
thousands of decisions you
have to make during a renoHEAD vation,
a new build or just a
straight roofing material replacement, you have to decide which of the
This year’s PNE Prize Home had a roof constructed from recycled rubber tires: stylish and eco-friendly. PNE photo myriad of choices in material is right
for you.
Budget and aesthetics play a big part
in your decision but also keep in mind
the design of your home.
In the last few years there has been
a virtual explosion in new materials.
Everything from metal to rubber is
now available.
Let’s take a walk through the
choices:
Plastic, polymer modified and
synthetic roofing: With a little
research you can find man-made tiles
that mimic, extremely successfully,
anything from cedar shingles, to clay
tiles, to slate.
Some manufacturers, to get away
from the artificial look of uniformity,
are making individual tiles in different widths and thickness to further
enhance the look of the real thing.
By the way, thickness is very impor-

Yes. This Is Where Your Neighb
g bour Shops!!

tant if you go this route because the
density creates shadows, which again
makes a more authentic look.
Avoid the temptation to by synthetic
tiles in panels. Panels are cheaper to
install but you run the danger of one
panel fading at a faster rate than its
neighbours creating a strange striped
pattern.
Rubber tiles: Imagine saving
between 600 to 1,000 tires from the
landfill. Imagine installing a roof that
can be totally recycled at the end of
its 50 year lifespan. Imagine even the
scraps from the installation being carefully collected and put back into the
manufacturing process.
No heavier than a 40 year guaranteed asphalt roof, this is the one for
you if you are committed to both quality and protecting the environment.
Concrete and clay tiles:
We all want to make sure we hire
qualified and conscientious roofing
contractors but nowhere is this more
important than installing concrete or
clay tiles.
Installed by an inexperienced contractor could, a probably will, let you
in for a world of trouble down the line.
This is not the roof to choose if budget
dictates you go with the cheapest
estimate. Prep work is extensive with
these tiles and it takes an experienced
installer to get it right… so save money
in other areas of your renovation but,
please not here.
Metal: I have recently had a metal
roof installed on my garage-size shed
CONTINUED ON P.7

From carved Asian Granite Statuary
to bulk topsoils and natural stones,
it’s all here. If you have questions, we
have the people to answer them.
Nobody will “bug” you if you are just
coming in to browse. Remember, this
is inside, so the weather shouldn’t
keep you from visiting.
Our 15,000 square foot showroom is
filled with displays and products to
suit any garden design. Free coffee is
available while you are browsing. Our
yard is stocked with pavers and many
varieties of retaining wall systems.

Ponds

We’re Here to Helpp!

C
Concrete
t
Statuary

Whether you’re looking to improve your current home or purchase a new
one, G&%%HM@MBH@K&QNTOG@RSGDOQNCTBSR@MCRDQUHBDRSNjSXNTQMDDCR 
With rates the lowest they’ve been in ages, now’s the
time to access the equity in your home for those
much needed renovation funds, or ask us about
a Home Reno loan. As an added incentive, start
your renovations now and you may still qualify
for the government’s home renovation rebate!
And right now, during our Monsterr Mortgage Sale,
VDQDNEEDQHMFKNVKNVQ@SDRNMjWDC@MCU@QH@AKDLNQSF@FDR 
These rates can’t last long, so whether you’re buying your
dream home or upgrading your current one, call us today!
With twelve branches throughout the Lower Mainland, talk to one of our
lending specialists at the location nearest you.

Feng Shui
Your Garden

Real People - Real Advice • You Load • We Load • We Deliver

15,000 SQUARE FEET INDOORS
OF LANDSCAPING IDEAS

604-461-0333

604.941.8300

LOUGHEED HWY.

the Brick
WESTWOOD

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Coq
Centre
LOUGHEED HWY.

3090 Westwood St.
Port Coquitlam

PORT COQUITLAM BRANCH
400–2748 Lougheed Highway, Port Coquitlam

V
N

www.GFFG.com
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Energy Star Qualified
Win
ndows and
Skylights Will...

Renovating
Your Windows
or Skylights?

Replace your old
windows, patio
doors and skylights
with New
ENERGY STAR
Low-E rated
windows.

• Save you money
reducing energy costs
up to 12 percent
• Help keep your home
comfortable all
year-round
• Reduce outside noise
• Have less condensation in cold weather

Ask us about the
Government of Canada
ecoENERGY Retroﬁt
- Home Program for
window and skylight
replacement and
upgrade

Branches by Polygon in North Vancouver features metal roofs.

Pick your
material, then
the colour
CONTINUED FROM P.6

and attached firewood storage, and I
love it. So much so that I wish I had
chosen a metal roof for my house.
Living as we do in a very rainy part
of the world with the occasional heavy
snowfall, I think a metal roof ticks all
the boxes.
These days there are many styles
and colours, I chose to go with panels
in solid black but you can get metal to
mimic shakes or tiles.
Cedar Shakes: Do you know
the difference between shakes and
shingles?
Shakes are split while most shingles
are sawn on all sides, in the west most
are made of Western Red Cedar.
Usually cut from downed trees,
wood left over from logging operations

Rob Newell photo

and, in some cases dead trees, this is an
environmental choice.
Fire used to be a concern but you
can now get shakes treated with a fire
retardant which greatly reduces the
problem.
Asphalt Shingles: This is the most
commonly used material.
Made of paper (felt) saturated with
asphalt to make it waterproof, then
a top coating of adhesive asphalt is
applied and ceramic granules are then
embedded.
Easy to install and available in many
colours one should still make sure you
hire a competent contractor.
A local company, Absolute Roof Solutions, has written and made available
at absoluteroor.ca, a fantastic booklet
called Roofer Madness: Have Your Roof
Done Right the First Time.
The good folks at Absolute know
what a nightmare a bad roofing job
can cause.
“Homeowners feel vulnerable
because a decision about who to hire
to fix or replace a roof usually has to
be made in crisis mode. We feel this
booklet will help them make the right
decision for their individual situation,”
they say.

C today for a
Call
Free Consultation and Estimate

604-222-15555
Head Ofﬁce:
2648 Kingsway Avenue,
Port Coquitlam
Serving the Lower Mainland since 1981

“We’re always in your neighbourhood”

$5/sq. ft. CLEARANCE SALE
on selected 12” x 12” square marble & stone mosaics

Claim your home renovation tax credit
& federal and provincial grants today

Bulych Plumbing, Heating
& Gas Services Ltd.
F o r S a f e t y ’s S a k e ™
LICENSED • BONDED • INSURED • WORKSAFEBC

20% off all Jellybean Pebble Mosaics
  7ESTWOOD 3T #OQUITLAM s   
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Research before
renos never hurts

AFTER

CONTINUED FROM P.5

renovation of an older home where you don’t know
what nightmares are hidden in the walls.
The GVHBA, which has stringent qualifying rules
for members, has a new RenoMark symbol that identifies those renovation contractors who have
agreed to the GVHBA Code of Ethics as well
as a renovation-specific Code of Conduct.
BEFORE
RenoMark renovators are professional
contractors who provide warranties, who
understand the value of customer service
during and following projects, and who have
access to information on current trends, the latest
materials and new regulations.
If you are planning on embarking a renovation
you could do a lot worse than making sure your
contractor has qualified to display the RenoMark
symbol.
You’ll be glad you did!

J.K. Cooper Realty Ltd.
J.k Cooper Realty ltd. has been helping people in the
tri-cities ﬁnd their dream home for over 50 years.
If you are wondering if you should renovate or ﬁnd a home
that is on your wish list, please give us a call at
604-942-7214.
Photos show the main bathroom before (left) and after renovations.

REPAIRS
ALL MAKES
& MODELS
• New & reconditioned
vacuums

J.K. Cooper

Insurance
& Realty

• Built-ins & accessories
• Overhaul or replacement
motors
• Hoses & powerheads

A division of Johnston Meier Insurance Group

Come see our newly renovated ofﬁce
at 2636 Shaughnessy St, PoCo
(Across the street from the new Pharmasave)

Carpet Cleaners
Rented Here!

NOW OPEN LATE FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
Mon - Fri 9am-8pm • Sat 9am - 5pm

SALES & SERVICE
HOMEOWNERS

CONDO

www. jkcooper.com

BUSINESS

604-942-0411
2540 Shaughnessy, Port Coquitlam
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Meet your...

Home
Service
S P E C I A L I S T S
Renovations

Flooring

Plumbing
Commercial and Residential:
 Plumbing  Gas  Backﬂow Testing
Reliable and Friendly Service!

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE
2009 GOVERNMENT TAX REBATE
Decks

Kitchens

Rooﬁng

Bathrooms

Major
Renovations

Stairs
&
Flooring

• Renovations • Installations • New Construction
• Service and Repair • Hot Water Tanks
• Fixture Upgrades • Leak Repairs • Water lines
• Copper Re-Piping • Pex Re-Piping • Gas Lines, etc.

www.metrovanhome.ca
info@metrovanhome.ca

Call us for your estimate today !!!
604-465-7434 or (Cell): 604-230-9769
tundraplumbing@telus.net

604.949.1900
Gutters

Tree Removal

Glass

• Gutter Cleaning • Repairs
• Painting • Power Wa
ashing

604-802-6310

Free Estimates

Jeff’s House
Exterior
604-618-0333
email

scott@urbanlumberjack.ca

Tree Removals · Retopping · Pruning · Hedge Trimming
Stump Grinding · Strata Work

Residential and Commercial Insurance Claims
24 Hour Emergency | Storm Service
Certified Arborist · Certified Tree Risk Assessor · Arborist Reports

All Glasswork:

Frameless Shower, Hand Railings
Glass, Mirrors, Canopies, Doors & Windows.

Free Est. 604-710-2779

Renovations

Contractors

FRAMING
to FINISH
I

ECLIPSE GLASS

Fully Insured | WCB

M S

Designs, Renovations,
Additions,
Residential Construction

Call Trevor 6 0 4 - 341-1697

C O N T R A C T I N G LT D

Residential & Commercial
Renovations and Improvements
"From Concept To Completion"
Design & General Contracting
• Renovations • New Additions • Decks
• Patios & Fencing • Landscaping

We Take Care Of It All!
Phone 604.357.3306
Fax 604.357.3311
www.acorpcontracting.com

Painting

604.728.5643
NO Headaches, NO Surprises, NO Excuses, “ JUST A GREAT JOB ”

15% OFF - FALL SPECIAL
(on contract booked by October 31)

+ 15% - Home Renovation Tax Credit
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Getting it right the first time!

Holiday feasts for the eyes

We can build it,
ﬁx it or replace it.
• Replace old windows
with new
• Additions, garages,
decks
• Skylights
• Framing
• Concrete work

free estimate
a
r
fo
y
a
d
to
ll
a
C

FormWest

Construction Ltd.

778.918.7071
• 25 Years Experience
• Insured • Journeyman Carpenter

Home Renovation Tax Credits
All Flooring and
Renovations

SALE

ONE STOP
for all
of your
needs!
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Laminate

12.3mm 60+Colours
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Hardwood
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White
Melamine
Kitchen Cabinet

Granite
1
Counter Top
$ 39 $ 49 $
Slate 2
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Tile
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MIRACLE FLOORING LTD.

1071A Austin Ave., Coquitlam (Located at Austin Ave & Marmont St. by Safeway)
Tel: 778-355-0096 s &AX 778-355-0097

Designer Wes Thurn turns a simple table into a banquet for the eyes – fusing art and function.

Dress up your table
for holiday dinners
MAGGIE CALLOWAY
Now that the summer is over, we start entertaining
more formally.
As much as we love the casual summer barbecue
or picnic, there is something special about not only
taking time with the menu but with the dressing of

Martin Knowles photo

the table.
There is no one better at innovative and creative
table designs than Wes Thurn of Wes Thurn Design.
Thurn can take a few simple elements and, by
some process known only to him, turn an unadorned
table into something spectacular.
The beautiful simple table, an exquisite plain slab
of wood, comes alive in an upbeat combination of
yellows and oranges, fantastic for fall dinner parties.
When you really study what Wes has done here
you see that everything is simple, no heirloom dishes
CONTINUED ON P.11
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A New Plateau by Liberty Homes.
Distinguished Concrete Apartments Starting from $380,000
Nestled between towering evergreens high on Westwood Plateau, Cascade features luxury 1,200 square foot suites in Coquitlam’s premier neighbourhood. Designed for
a seamless transition from single-family to apartment living, these homes combine inspired architecture with spacious layouts and timeless finishes. Uniquely located
adjacent to Westwood Plateau Village, Cascade also offers an exceptional setting that blends picturesque views with shopping and recreation at your doorstep.

Now Selling, Contact Us for More Information
604.472.0009 | www.libertyhomes.ca

PANORAMA DR

K

AY

B LV D

DAVID AVE

Sales Centre
Open Daily, Noon to 5pm
2950 Panorama Drive, Coquitlam

JOHNSON ST

PA R

W

COQUITLAM
CENTRE
BARNET HWY
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Simple can
be elegant
during a
holiday meal
CONTINUED FROM P.10

here. The yellow place mats were found
at a dollar store and cut to size.
The white dishes on the yellow mat,
coupled with chocolate brown linen
napkins, are inspirational.
Each place has it own finger bowl,
small for the tips of fingers plus, on the
right of the service, a hand towel balance between two wooden napkin rings
and placed on its own rectangular mat,
a cutting from the main place mat.
Everything is functional and striking.
The flowers running down the table
are of a height that does not impede
conversation across the table and every
place has its own tea light which, when
the lights are turned down, creates a
feeling of magic.
While the harvest colours are a fantastic complement to the dining table,
you can also make a striking impression using all-white dinnerware and
napkins.
An elegant, yet classic look, the
whites can be complemented with a few
candles (lit just a little before everyone
sits down to eat), or with some artistic
objects, such as some tasteful figurines.
Whether complex or simple, the
thought put into a table setting can
make your next dinner party a feast for
the eyes as well as the stomach.

Whether using bright
colours or stark, striking white to complement your holiday
dinner table, keeping
it simple can be good.
Above, two ‘birds’ keep
watchful eyes on the
table at Liberty, while
(far left) colours brighten up the room with an
uncomplicated design.
Martin Knowles photos

At left, a Morningstar
Homes dining room
table at Sterling in
Coquitlam is dressed to
impress dinner guests,
with candles glowing
and glassware shining.

SHOWROOM
927D Brunette Ave.
Coquitlam, BC
Ph: 778 397-7900
Fax:778 397-7909
aw
worldoffloors@live.ca

Winter Special
Free Underlay
With flooring
fl
i
purchase.
Except clearance
items

Hardwood ƔEngineered ƔLaminate ƔBamboo Ɣ Cork Ɣ
Tile ƔLino ƔCarpet ƔRepairs/Refinishing ƔFloor Leveling
ƔCounter Tops ƔCabinets ƔPainting ƔCrown Mouldings
ƔCleaning Services ƔBlinds

Holiday in your backyard...
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Beachcomber
Hot Tubs
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y
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Proudly made in BC
Beware! Not all Hot Tubs are created equal!
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SALE
Packages
from

$

2195

Includes gas ﬁreplace, mantle,
10 ft. gas, permits & installation.

Our showroom is
expanding.
Save hundreds $$$.
Shop early for best selection!

Bridge
Fireplace Group

604-942-1648
#1 - 2250 Tyner St., Port Coquitlam
www.bridgewoodworks.com

OPEN
Tuesday to
Saturday
10:00 am 4:30 pm

DON’TT PAY TI
DON’
TILL 2010

Infrared Saunas
w/Carbon Flex Technology
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s 4HERAPEUTIC
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Hiring a licensed contractor can ensure safety
It pays to check out your
renovator before work begins
“It’s great to feel safe and warm in your own
home,” says Anita Poonawala.
Anita knows what she’s talking about. In
2008, she and her neighbours were looking forward to home improvements to their
townhouse complex in Richmond that would
provide them more warmth during the cold
months.
The strata council had decided to replace
the wood-burning fireplaces in the 48-unit
complex with electrical fireplaces and had
called in workers to do the installations.
As the work was being done in her
SAFETY
townhouse, Anita, a client services
representative for the BC Safety AuFIRST
thority, felt uneasy with what she saw.
“In my work, I get calls from homeowners wanting to verify if the contractor
they’re dealing with is in fact licensed and
qualified. So I did a little checking on my
own,” she said.
“One of the workers was welding while
another was at the electrical panel resetting
the power as it kept going off. So I asked them Kelowna electrical inspector Pearse Walsh,left, with contractor Bob Herron of Herron Electric, consult before a job.
Courtesy BC Safety Authority
if they knew what they were doing. One of
them said he did but that their employer did
Canadian electrical code.”
During the course of work, the contractor
a fire. And it ended up causing delays and
not give them good machines to work with.
“For example, each electrical fireplace inalso corrected other non-compliances that
costing the homeowners more than anticiThat made me think that there was something sert should have its own dedicated circuit. In
had been done and with only a small addipated. It’s best to get a qualified and licensed
wrong.”
this case, that wasn’t being done and circuits
tional fee.
contractor to do this kind of work from the
She was also told by the strata council that
were being overloaded. This would have
“A licensed electrical contractor will know
very start.”
a permit had not been taken out because it
caused tripping or worse, a fire,” explained
what type of work will require an electrical
She and her neighbours now look forward
wasn’t necessary.
Carlo.
permit and will do the work safely and acto keeping warm and safe in the coming
Anita informed the BCSA and Electrical
He immediately had the work stopped and,
cording to code,” said Carlo.
months.
Safety Officer Carlo Turra went to see the
together with Anita, convinced the strata
According to Anita, there’s a lesson here for
“Finally, eight months later, the fireplaces
work being done.
council to hire a licensed contractor.
all homeowners.
that were meant for the winter of 2008 can
He noted that “unpermitted electrical work
The council agreed, a licensed contractor
“If we hadn’t found out, the work done
now be used for the winter of 2009!” quipped
was being done by an unqualified individual
was called in, permits were taken out and the
would have been illegal; it wouldn’t be covAnita.
and the work was not in accordance to the
work was done safely and according to code.
ered by insurance and it could have started
BC Safety Authority

NO INTEREST AND NO PAYMENTS FOR 12 MONTHS, OAC *

LANE HOME FURNISHINGS

BEST PRICES OF
THE SEASON
Revive Leather
Recliner w/swivel
$

FALL SALE!
Palmer
All leather
sofa

698

Chloe Fabric
Recliner

1868

$

Reg. Price 898

Reg. Price 2198

Save $200

Save $ 330

$

$

$

698

Reg. Price $898

Save $200

FOR A LIMITED
TIME ONLY!

*Matching pieces and sectional available at sale prices

*Matching pieces available at sale prices

Crosby fabric sofa recliner

1327 Reg. Price

$

$

1598 Save

271

Gramercy 7 pc dining set

3298 Reg. Price

$

$

4386 Save

1088

$

1455 United Blvd .

100-12553 Bridgeport Rd.

Coquitlam, BC
604.522.5144

Richmond, BC
604.271.8852

King Gramercy Panel Bed

1698 Reg. Price

$

1998 Save

$

$

300

Store Hours

Monday-Thursday 9:30-6:00pm
Friday 9:30-9:00pm
Saturday 9:30-6:00pm
Sunday 11:00-5:00pm

Proud Sponsor of th e
PNE Lottery Home

Although every precaution is taken, errors in prices and/or specifi cations may occur in print. We reserve the right to correct any such errors. May not be used with any other promotion. Some special items may not be on display but are available via our special order program. *See store for details.

© 2009 BANNER MARKETING. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

www.lanefurniture.com

$

Make your feet happy
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Jordans regional manager Gary Bradbury shows a 100 per cent wool carpet from India in the Vancouver showroom, while below, an Imperial warrior statue guards Tufenkian Tibetan wool
rugs. Humans have used rugs and carpets since the dawn of time, but these days, the variety of choices and materials far exceeds anything our ancient ancestors had. Rob Newell photos

Rugs and
carpets:
always chic

From animal hides to Persian
rugs, we’ve come a long way
MAGGIE CALLOWAY
Did you know rugs have been used since
the earliest days of mankind?
Originally, animal hides were used to
help insulate both floors and walls of huts or
primitive shelters.
The oldest surviving rug, discovered in a
burial site in Siberia in 1949 and known as
the Pazyryk carpet, dates back to fifth century
BC and features techniques still used today,
such as vivid colour and hand-tied knots.
It is believed by archeologists that the first
people who wove pile rugs were the Mongolians, but it didn’t take long for the Persians
to embrace the technique and make it their
own.
There are several references to rug making in early scriptures and writings,
which helps to pinpoint dates and
the development of the art.
In the west, we were still using
straw on the floors, even in the
court of Elizabeth the First. In the
1600s, rugs were unknown.
It wasn’t until much later that
people of wealth started introducing
rugs to Britain.
Enter Belgium which, after the Second
World War, developed machinery capable of
producing rugs and dominated the machine-

made market.
Today we have a wealth of choices from
all around the world, but we still value the
amazing rugs produced by the Persians.
We have progressed from rugs
used to provide basic warmth by our
distant ancestors to fashion statement or ‘floor art.’
We even prize old, worn-out rugs
with distinctive patterns to make
into sofa cushions!
In modern times, we have shifted
from preferring hardwood floors to wall-towall carpeting – and back.
We are now in the home fashion era of
dark-toned hardwood (or laminate) floors

RUGS,
GLORIOUS
RUGS

and hard tiles but, no matter our choice, we
gravitate to the comfort of beautiful rugs to
warm up our space and provide underfoot
comfort.
Another consideration is sound reduction. When you have too many hard surfaces,
sound bounces around the space with nothing to absorb and reduce noise.
Rugs are great for defining a space such as
living and dining areas, especially in smaller
spaces such as condos.
Rooms that are already carpeted wall-towall, usually in a neutral colour, look great
with area rugs piled on top in a contrasting
colour or pattern.
Some rugs with high or edgy designs are

being considered floor art and, like tradition
art on the walls, are carefully chosen to make
a strong statement.
So, what to look when making your choice?
The most important consideration is where
the rug will be used.
If you are placing your rug in a high traffic
area you should consider a natural material
such as wool which stands up to heavy use
better than a synthetic material.
Also, to answer the question, ‘to underlay
or not to underlay’ there is no question, rug
pads provide stability so there is no danger of
sliding around and the added an extra layer
of cushioning helps to keep your tootsies
warm.
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Mirror, mirror,
on the wall...
MAGGIE CALLOWAY
Mirrors have many designs functions in
the home.
One large mirror or many grouped together on a wall are perfect for bouncing
light around the room.
A word of caution: Make sure what they
are reflecting is pleasing to the eye. No
one wants endless reflections of a messy
kitchen.
Clever use of mirrors in a small condo,
such as a wall of mirrors reflecting bookshelves or a fireplace, can make the space
appear twice as large as it actually is,
which important when you are living in a
tiny space.
Trading tile for a mirrored backsplash
in the kitchen helps make a galley-style
space larger and is an easy way to add
some glamour and zing to a fairly utilitarian room.
The same applies to a tiny dining room.
You can mirror one wall and, if you are
very brave, couple the wall with a mirrored dining room table.
Imagine how romantic that would look
with the lights down low and candles
flickering in the mirrors!
Followers of Feng Shui believe a mirror
placed inside the front door will confuse
evil spirits trying to enter the house – I’m
all for protection wherever we can find it.
I love big, oversized mirrors; sometimes
placed just leaning against the wall. I am
not a fan of overuse as I find it more than
a little disconcerting to keep running into
myself as I walk around the house.
Remember, a few is interesting and
intriguing. A lot is just…well, a lot.

Mirrors can help add light to your living space and make it appear larger. They can hang on a wall, or, in the case of oversized mirrors, they can
lean up against a wall as part of a home’s design. Mirror today reflect every design style and bring a room to life. Rob Newell photo

Get a garage that complements your home
MAGGIE CALLOWAY
It always surprises me when I see a home
that has obviously been designed with care:
appropriate styling details have been installed, paint colours are co-ordinated... and
then (horrors!) the garage doors look like
they have been either ignored or bought
without any thought of how they fit into the
overall design.
Think about it – almost all homes have
garages exposed to the street.
Some homes are designed so that nearly all
you see from the street are two garage doors
with the front door stepped ’way back from
the frontage.
We are a culture of at least two-car families,
so we need to address this with just as much
care as we do the rest of the home.
Fortunately, we have amazing choices these
days, in a wide variety of materials.
Once you have decided on design you need
to consider a few practical considerations.
Should you choose a door that rotates out
and upward known as a tilt-up? This type
is cheaper to buy but can be awkward
GARAGE
to use.
You have to park the car far enough
STYLE
back to allow for the swing of the door
and, unless you install an automatic door
opener, getting out of the car in bad weather
to open the door can be miserable.
A sectional roll-up door has hinged panels
that roll up over tracks and lie flat against the
garage ceiling, the addition of an automatic
door opener makes this more convenient and
safer.
Another consideration is insulation.
A garage door is the largest opening into
your home and without proper insulation,
not only is your garage cold, but hot air from
the interior of your home is pulled into the
cold garage creating discomfort.

Choosing a garage that suits your home
– or even improves its appearance – can
be tough. Above, homeowners in a
Greater Vancouver house chose to make
their double garage doors match their
front door, with natural wood and glass
accents. The finished product is chic and
stylish, and gives the home a warm, welcoming appearance. Left, Garador owner
and regional manager Arkadiusz Lewandowski offers clients throughout Metro
Vancouver (and beyond) several choices
in roll-up garage doors. Garador is a distributor of B&D Roll-A-Doors, which are
growing in popularity in North America.
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Renovating?

Window Coverings

Debbie Travis - Shelves, Chairs, Cabinets and Rugs

Heaters, Fans, Programmable Thermostats and Humidifiers

Debbie Travis - Pillows, Throws, Lighting and Mirrors

Quality Paint, Stains, Brushes, Rollers

Portable Fireplaces and Accessories

Small Appliances, Kitchenware and Housewares

Kitchen Faucets,Sinks and Exhaust Fans

Light Dimmers, Timers and Door Chimes

Outdoor Storage Sheds

Kitchen, Garage and Closet Organizers

Bathroom Fans, Lighting, Storage, Mirrors and Weigh Scales

Sinks, Toilets and Faucets

See all the ways Canadian Tire can help your style and your budget!
X 3059-152 Street White Rock
Phone: 604-542-4317

X 7200 Market Crossing Burnaby
Phone: 604-451-5888

X 11388 Steveston Hwy South Richmond
Phone: 604-271-6651

X 8729 Heather Street Vancouver
Phone: 604-257-6487

X 7599 King George Hwy
Surrey (Newton)
Phone: 604-572-3739

X 1200 Seguin Drive Coquitlam
Phone: 604-527-8828
X 11969 - 200th Street Maple Ridge
Phone: 604-460-4664
X 1350 Main Street North Vancouver
Phone: 604-982-9100
X 3100-2850 Shaughnessy St. Port Coquitlam
Phone: 604-468-6951
X 3500 No.3 Road Richmond
Phone: 604-273-2939

X 2290 Cambie St. Vancouver
Phone: 604-707-2290

X 2220 Kingsway
Vancouver Kingsway
Phone: 604-257-6510

X 7878 120th Street (Scott Road) Surrey
Phone: 604-591-3914
X 6312 200th Street Langley
Phone: 604-532-4411
X 13665-102nd Ave Surrey (North)
Phone: 604-583-8473

X 2830 Bentall Street Vancouver
Phone: 604-431-3570

Find all the right tools for the job!
Power and hand tools, nails,screws, glue, drywall repair, silicone caulking and more!

